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Letters from Readers
Sir — Thank you for publishing my 

article on the British National Party in 
your previous issue. However, I wish 
to clarify my reference on page 6 to the 
“enemy within.” I meant to explain that 
the difference this time is that we are 
not under assault from foreign attackers 
and that the enemy is within our own 
country, in the shape of our own politi-
cal establishment. In the words of Leo 
McKinstry, a journalist who is a former 
parliamentary aide to the deputy leader 
of the Labour Party, Harriet Harman, 
“we are led by a bunch of traitors filled 
with loathing for their nation.”

 Tim Rait, British National Party

Sir — After reading Tim Rait’s article 
in the June issue (“A Breakthrough for 
the BNP?”), I began reading British 
newspapers online to follow the cam-
paign. The press coverage of the BNP 
has been appalling: “fascism” this and 
“racism” that. The tabloid papers, the 
Mirror and the Daily Mail are the worst, 
but the mainstream papers such as the 
Guardian and Independent are almost 
as bad. Unlike in the US, British news-
papers don’t pretend to be ideologically 
neutral, but their coverage of the BNP 
bordered on the hysterical. I wonder if 
the press is actually doing the BNP a fa-
vor by portraying it as a party of lunatic 
Nazis. It is so easy to discover that this 
is wrong and biased that I would think 
many voters would be driven to learn 
more about the party. 

Emma Hughes, Savannah, Ga. 

Sir — “Whitewashing Jack Johnson” 
in the June issue triggered a youthful 

memory. I actually saw the movie “The 
Great White Hope,” starring James Earl 
Jones, when it first came out, and Mr. 
Sheffield is right about the sanitizing. As 
I remember, the film depicts the black 
boxer as a heroic figure victimized by 
evil racists because he dared to chal-
lenge white supremacy in the ring and 
the bedroom. His white love interest was 
played by lefty actress Jane Alexander, 
and although I held liberal views on 
race typical of college students at the 
time (the early seventies), I recall their 
love scenes made me squirm uncomfort-
ably. If I knew that the story was based 
on a real person, I had forgotten it. The 
fictional boxer portrayed in the film is 
nothing at all like the real one described 
by Mr. Sheffield. I am embarrassed to 
admit I fell for the Hollywood propa-
ganda of the time.

Chuck Quinn, Eugene, Ore.

Sir — I enjoyed—if that is the correct 
word—your article about Jack Johnson. 
As you correctly noted, women were a 
constant preoccupation for him, but you 
failed to note the very real attractions 
he appeared to have for them, black 
and white. He was no low-g Negro 
pugilist. Not many whites could have 
written this: 

“There have been countless women 
in my life. They have participated in 
my triumphs and suffered with me in 
my moments of disappointment. They 
have inspired me to attainment and they 
have balked me; they have caused me 
joy and they have heaped misery upon 
me; they have been faithful to the utmost 
and they have been faithless; they have 
praised and loved me and they have 
hated and denounced me. Always, a 
woman has swayed me—sometimes 

many have demanded my attention at 
the same moment.”

His first known affairs were with 
black women but he claimed that 
they had turned on him. In his 1927 
autobiography he wrote that these bad 
experiences “led me to forswear col-
ored women and to determine that my 
lot henceforth would be cast only with 
white women.” In fact, he never gave 
up black women.

Your article mentioned Johnson’s 
marriage to Etta Duryea whom you de-
scribed as a “New York socialite.” She 
was certainly that. She was glamorous, 
wealthy, dressed elegantly, played the 
piano, and sang. When Johnson met 
her at the Vanderbilt Cup car race, she 
was 28 years old and had been separated 
from her husband for two years. Many 
fashionable young New Yorkers were 
chasing her but she took up with John-
son. She certainly would not have taken 
up with a lout.

Although Johnson was as unfaith-
ful to Etta as to any other woman, he 
was, himself, fiercely jealous. He was 
convinced Etta was sleeping with her 
French chauffeur and hired a private 
investigator to find out. On Christmas 
Day, 1910, he got into an argument with 
her about it and beat her so badly she had 
to be hospitalized—and this was before 
they were even married. Somehow, she 
took him back, and they were wed less 
than a month later. As you note in your 
article, Etta shot herself not long after. 
She suffered from depression, and it 
took a stouter constitution than hers to 
be married to Jack Johnson. 

Johnson’s next openly acknowledged 
girlfriend was an 18-year-old white 
prostitute named Lucille Cameron. Her 
mother disapproved. “Jack Johnson has 
hypnotic powers,” she said, “and he has 
exercised them on my little girl. I would 
rather see my daughter spend the rest of 
her life in an insane asylum than see her 
the plaything of a nigger.” They married 
soon after but she later filed for divorce, 
charging Johnson with infidelity.

His next wife, Irene Pineau, divorced 
her white husband in order to marry him. 
He must still have been charming at age 
46. She stuck with him to the end, and 
when a reporter asked him what she 
loved about Johnson, she said “I loved 
him because of his courage.”

Like it or not, Johnson must have 
been a remarkable man.

Sarah Wentworth, Richmond, Va.
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and forth, rapping 15 different sets of 
words in the same harsh, rasping dia-
lect. The words were almost invariably 
a childish form of boasting: “Who got 
dem shine rim, who got dem shine shoe, 
who got dem shine grill (gold and silver 
dental caps)?” The amateur rapper usu-
ally ends with a claim—in the crudest 
terms imaginable—that all womankind 
is sexually devoted to him. For whatever 
reason, my students would often groan 
instead of saying a particular word, as in, 

“She suck dat aaahhhh (think of a long 
grinding groan), she f**k dat aaaahhhh, 
she lick dat aaaahhh.” 

Many rap lyrics are crude but some 
are simply incomprehensible. Not so 
long ago, there was a popular rap called 
“Tat it up.” I heard the words from hun-
dreds of black mouths for weeks. Some 
of the lyrics are: 

Tat tat tat it up. 

ATL tat it up.
New York tat it up. 
Tat tat tat it up. 
Rap is one of the most degenerate 

things to have come out of our country, 
and it is tragic that it has infected whites 
to the extent it has.

Black women love to dance—in a 
way white people might call gyrating. 
They dance in the hall, in the classroom, 
on the chairs, next to the chairs, under 
the chairs, everywhere. Once I took a 
call on my cell phone and had to step 

outside of class. I was away about two 
minutes but when I got back the black 
girls had lined up at the front of the 
classroom and were convulsing to the 
delight of the boys. 

Many black people, especially black 
women, are enormously fat. Some are 
so fat I had to arrange special seating to 
accommodate their bulk. I am not saying 
there are no fat white students—there 

are—but it is a matter of numbers and 
attitudes. Many black girls simply do not 
care that they are fat. There are plenty 
of white anorexics, but I have never met 
or heard of a black anorexic. 

“Black women be big Mr. Jackson,” 
my students would explain. 

“Is it okay in the black community to 
be a little overweight?” I ask. 

Two obese black girls in front of 
my desk begin to dance, “You know 
dem boys lak juicy fruit, Mr. Jackson.” 
“Juicy” is a colorful black expression 
for the buttocks. 

Blacks are the most directly critical 
people I have ever met: “Dat shirt stupid. 
Yo’ kid a bastard. Yo’ lips big.” Unlike 
whites, who tread gingerly around the 
subject of race, they can be brutally to 
the point. Once I needed to send a stu-
dent to the office to deliver a message. I 
asked for volunteers, and suddenly you 
would think my classroom was a bastion 
of civic engagement. Thirty dark hands 
shot into the air. My students loved to 
leave the classroom and slack off, even 
if just for a few minutes, away from the 
eye of white authority. I picked a light-
skinned  boy to deliver the message. One 
very black student was indignant: “You 
pick da half-breed.” And immediately 
other blacks take up the cry, and half 
a dozen mouths are screaming, “He 
half-breed.” 

For decades, the country has been 
lamenting the poor academic perfor-
mance of blacks and there is much to 
lament. There is no question, however, 
that many blacks come to school with a 
serious handicap that is not their fault. 
At home they have learned a dialect that 
is almost a different language. Blacks 
not only mispronounce words; their 
grammar is often wrong. When a black 
wants to ask, “Where is the bathroom?” 
he may actually say “Whar da badroom 
be?” Grammatically, this is the equiva-
lent of “Where the bathroom is?” And 
this is the way they speak in high school. 
Students write the way they speak, so 
this is the language that shows up in 
written assignments. 

It is true that some whites face a 
similar handicap. They speak with 
what I would call a “country” accent 
that is hard to reproduce but results in 
sentences such as “I’m gonna gemme 
a Coke.” Some of these country whites 
had to learn correct pronunciation and 
usage. The difference is that most whites 
overcome this handicap and learn to 
speak correctly; many blacks do not. 

Continued from page 1
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Most of the blacks I taught simply 
had no interest in academic subjects. I 
taught history, and students would often 
say they didn’t want to do an assignment 
or they didn’t like history because it was 
all about white people. Of course, this 
was “diversity” history, in which every 
cowboy’s black cook got a special page 

on how he contributed to winning the 
West, but black children still found it 
inadequate. So I would throw up my 
hands and assign them a project on a 
real, historical black person. My favorite 
was Marcus Garvey. They had never 
heard of him, and I would tell them to 
research him, but they never did. They 
didn’t care and they didn’t want to do 
any work. 

Anyone who teaches blacks soon 
learns that they have a completely dif-
ferent view of government from whites. 
Once I decided to fill 25 minutes by 
having students write about one thing 
the government should do to improve 
America. I gave this question to three 
classes totalling about 100 students, 
approximately 80 of whom were black. 
My few white students came back with 
generally “conservative” ideas. “We 
need to cut off people who don’t work,” 
was the most common suggestion. 
Nearly every black gave a variation on 
the theme of “We need more govern-
ment services.” 

My students had only the vaguest 
notion of who pays for government 
services. For them, it was like a magical 
piggy bank that never goes empty. One 
black girl was exhorting the class on 
the need for more social services and I 
kept trying to explain that people, real 
live people, are taxed for the money to 
pay for those services. “Yeah, it come 
from whites,” she finally said. “They 
stingy anyway.” 

“Many black people make over 
$50,000 dollars a year and you would 
also be taking away from your own 
people,” I said.

She had an answer to that: “Dey 

half breed.” The class agreed. I let the 
subject drop. 

Many black girls are perfectly happy 
to be welfare queens. On career day, one 
girl explained to the class that she was 
going to have lots of children and get fat 
checks from the government. No one in 
the class seemed to have any objection 
to this career choice. 

Surprising attitudes can come out in 
class discussion. We were talking about 
the crimes committed in the aftermath of 
Hurricane Katrina, and I brought up the 
rape of a young girl in the bathroom of 
the Superdome. A majority of my stu-
dents believed this was a horrible crime 
but a few took it lightly. One black boy 
spoke up without raising his hand: “Dat 
no big deal. They thought they is gonna 
die so they figured they have some fun. 
Dey jus’ wanna have a fun time; you 
know what I’m sayin’?” A few black 
heads nodded in agreement. 

My department head once asked all 
the teachers to get a response from all 
students to the following question: “Do 
you think it is okay to break the law if it 
will benefit you greatly?” By then, I had 
been teaching for a while and was not 
surprised by answers that left a young, 
liberal, white woman colleague aghast. 
“Yeah” was the favorite answer. As one 
student explained, “Get dat green.” 

There is a level of conformity among 
blacks that whites would find hard to 
believe. They like one kind 
of music: rap. They will 
vote for one political party: 
Democrat. They dance 
one way, speak one way, 
are loud the same way, 
and fail their exams in the 
same way. Of course, there 
are exceptions but they 
are rare. 

Whites are different. 
Some like country music, 
others heavy metal, some 
prefer pop, and still others, 
God forbid, enjoy rap music. They have 
different associations, groups, almost 
ideologies. There are jocks, nerds, 
preppies, and hunters. Blacks are all—
well—black, and they are quick to let 
other blacks know when they deviate 
from the norm.

One might object that there are im-
portant group differences among blacks 
that a white man simply cannot detect. I 
have done my best to find them, but so 
far as I can tell, they dress the same, talk 
the same, think the same. Certainly, they 

form rival groups, but the groups are not 
different in any discernible way. There 
simply are no groups of blacks that are 
as distinctly different from each other 
as white “nerds,” “hunters,” or “Goths,” 
for example.

How the world looks to blacks

One point on which all blacks agree 
is that everything is “racis’.” This is 
one message of liberalism they have 
absorbed completely. Did you do your 
homework? “Na, homework racis’.” 
Why did you get an F on the test? “Test 
racis’.” 

I was trying to teach a unit on British 
philosophers and the first thing the stu-
dents noticed about Bentham, Hobbes, 
and Locke was “Dey all white! Where da 
black philosopher a’?” I tried to explain 
there were no blacks in eighteenth-
century Britain. You can probably guess 
what they said to that: “Dat racis’!” 

One student accused me of delib-
erately failing him on a test because I 
didn’t like black people.

“Do you think I really hate black 
people?”

“Yeah.”
“Have I done anything to make you 

feel this way? How do you know?”
“You just do.”
“Why do you say that?” 
He just smirked, looked out the win-

dow, and sucked air through his teeth. 
Perhaps this was a regional thing, but 
the blacks often sucked air through their 
teeth as a wordless expression of disdain 
or hostility.

My students were sometimes unable 
to see the world except through the lens 
of their own blackness. I had a class 
that was host to a German exchange 
student. One day he put on a Power Point 
presentation with famous German land-
marks as well as his school and family. 

After Katrina, at the Superdome.
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On-campus arrest.

From time to time during the presenta-
tion, blacks would scream, “Where da 
black folk?!” The exasperated German 
tried several times to explain that there 
were no black people where he lived in 
Germany. The students did not believe 
him. I told them Germany is in Europe, 
where white people are from, and Africa 
is where black people are from. They 
insisted that the German student was 
racist, and deliberately refused to as-
sociate with blacks.  

Blacks are keenly interested in 
their own racial characteristics. I have 
learned, for example, that some blacks 
have “good hair.” Good hair is black 
parlance for black-white hybrid hair. 
Apparently, it is less kinky, easier to 
style, and considered more attractive. 

Blacks are also proud of light skin. 
Imagine two black students shouting 
insults across the room. One is dark 
but slim; the other light and obese. The 
dark one begins the exchange: “You 
fat, Ridario!” 

Ridario smiles, doesn’t deign to look 
at his detractor, shakes his head like a 
wobbling top, and says, “You wish you 
light skinned.” 

They could go on like this, repeating 
the same insults over and over.  

My black students had nothing but 
contempt for Hispanic immigrants. They 
would vent their feelings so crudely 
that our department strongly advised us 
never to talk about immigration in class 
in case the principal or some outsider 
might overhear. 

Whites were “racis’,” of course, but 
they thought of us at least as Americans. 
Not the Mexicans. Blacks have a certain, 
not necessarily hostile understanding of 
white people. They know how whites 
act, and it is clear they believe whites 
are smart and are good at organizing 
things. At the same time, they probably 
suspect whites are just putting on an 
act when they talk about equality, as if 
it is all a sham that makes it easier for 
whites to control blacks. Blacks want a 
bigger piece of the American pie. I’m 

convinced that if it were up to them 
they would give whites a considerably 
smaller piece than whites get now, but 
they would give us something. They 
wouldn’t give Mexicans anything.

What about black boys and white 
girls? No one is supposed to 
notice this or talk about it but 
it is glaringly obvious: Black 
boys are obsessed with white 
girls. White parents would do 
well to keep their daughters 
well away from black schools. 
I’ve witnessed the following 
drama countless times. A black 
boy saunters up to a white 
girl. The cocky black dances 
around her, not really in a men-
acing way. It’s more a shuffle 
than a threat. As he bobs and 
shuffles he asks, “When you 
gonna go wit’ me?” 

There are two kinds of re-
ply. The more confident white 
girl gets annoyed, looks away 
from the black and shouts, “I don’t wan-
na go out with you!” The more demure 
girl will look at her feet and mumble 
a polite excuse but ultimately say no. 
There is only one response from the 
black boy: “You racis’.” Many girls—all 
too many—actually feel guilty because 
they do not want to date blacks. Most 
white girls at my school stayed away 
from blacks, but a few, particularly the 
ones who were addicted to drugs, fell 
in with them. 

There is something else that is strik-
ing about blacks. They seem to have 
no sense of romance, of falling in love. 
What brings men and women together is 
sex, pure and simple, and there is a crude 
openness about this. There are many de-
generate whites, of course, but some of 
my white students were capable of real 
devotion and tenderness, emotions that 
seemed absent from blacks—especially 
the boys.

Black schools are violent and the 
few whites who are too poor to escape 
are caught in the storm. The violence is 
astonishing, not so much that it happens, 
but the atmosphere in which it happens. 
Blacks can be smiling, seemingly per-
fectly content with what they are doing, 
having a good time, and then, suddenly 
start fighting. It’s uncanny. Not long 
ago, I was walking through the halls 
and a group of black boys were walk-
ing in front of me. All of a sudden they 
started fighting with another group in 
the hallway. 

Blacks are extraordinarily quick to 
take offense. Once I accidently scuffed 
a black boy’s white sneaker with my 
shoe. He immediately rubbed his body 
up against mine and threatened to attack 
me. I stepped outside the class and had 

a security guard escort the student to 
the office. It was unusual for students 
to threaten teachers physically this way, 
but among themselves, they were quick 
to fight for similar reasons. 

The real victims are the unfortunate 
whites caught in this. They are always 
in danger and their educations suffer. 
White weaklings are particularly suscep-
tible, but mostly to petty violence. They 
may be slapped or get a couple of kicks 
when they are trying to open a bottom 
locker. Typically, blacks save the hard, 
serious violence for each other.

There was a lot of promiscuous sex 
among my students and this led to 
violence. Black girls were constantly 
fighting over black boys. It was not un-
common to see two girls literally ripping 
each other’s hair out with a police officer 
in the middle trying to break up the 
fight. The black boy they were fighting 
over would be standing by with a smile, 
enjoying the show he had created. For 
reasons I cannot explain, boys seldom 
fought over girls.

Pregnancy was common among the 
blacks, though many black girls were 
so fat I could not tell the difference. I 
don’t know how many girls got abor-
tions, but when they had the baby they 
usually stayed in school and had their 
own parents look after the child. The 
school did not offer daycare. 

Aside from the police officers con-
stantly on patrol, a sure sign that you 

My black students had 
nothing but contempt for 
Hispanics. Whites were 
“racis’,” of course, but 

they thought of us at least 
as Americans. Not the 

Mexicans. 
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Crack cocaine

are in a black school is the coke cage: 
the chain-link fence that many majority-
black schools use to protect vending 
machines. The cage surrounds the ma-
chine and even covers its top. Delivery 
employees have to unlock a gate on the 

front of the cage to service the machines. 
Companies would prefer not to build 
cages around vending machines. They 
are expensive, ugly, and a bother, but 
black students smashed the machines 
so many times it was cheaper to build 
a cage than repair the damage. Rumor 
had it that before the cages went up 
blacks would turn the machines upside 
down in the hope that the money would 
fall out.

Security guards are everywhere in 
black schools—we had one on every 
hall. They also sat in on unruly classes 
and escorted students to the office. They 
were unarmed, but worked closely with 
the three city police officers who were 
constantly on duty. 

Rural black schools have to have 
security too but they are usually safer. 
One reason is that the absolute numbers 
are smaller. A mostly-black school of 
300 students is safer than a mostly-black 
school of 2,000. Also, students in rural 
areas—both black and white—tend to 
have grown up together and know each 
other, at least by sight. 

There was a lot of drug-dealing at 
my school. This was a good way to 
make a fair amount of money but it 
also gave boys power over girls who 

wanted drugs. An addicted girl—black 
or white—became the plaything of any-
one who could get her drugs.

One of my students was a notorious 
drug dealer. Everyone knew it. He was 
19 years old and in eleventh grade. Once 

he got a score of three out of 100 on a 
test. He had been locked up four times 
since he was 13, and there he was sitting 
next to little, white Caroline. 

One day, I asked him, “Why do you 
come to school?” 

He wouldn’t answer. He just looked 
out the window, smiled, and sucked air 
through his teeth. His friend Yidarius 
ventured an explanation: “He get dat 
green and get dem females.” 

“What is the green?” I asked.  “Mon-
ey or dope?” 

“Both,” said Yidarius with a smile. 
A very fat black interrupted from 

across the room: “We get dat lunch,” Mr. 
Jackson. “We gotta get dat lunch and 
brickfuss.” He means the free breakfast 
and lunch poor students get every day.

“Nigga, we know’d you be lovin’ 
brickfuss!” shouts another student. 

Some readers may believe that I 
have drawn a cruel caricature of black 
students. After all, according to official 
figures some 85 percent of them gradu-
ate. It would be instructive to know how 
many of those scraped by with barely a 
C- record. They go from grade to grade 
and they finally get their diplomas 
because there is so much pressure on 
teachers to push them through. It saves 

money to move them along, the school 
looks good, and the teachers look good. 
Many of these children should have been 
failed, but the system would crack under 
their weight if they were all held back. 

How did my experiences make me 
feel about blacks? Ultimately, I lost 
sympathy for them. In so many ways 
they seem to make their own beds. 
There they were in an integrationist’s 
fantasy—in the same classroom with 
white students, eating the same lunch, 
using the same bathrooms, listening to 
the same teachers—and yet the blacks 
fail while the whites pass. 

One tragic outcome among whites 
who have been teaching for too long 
is that it can engender something close 
to hatred. One teacher I knew gave up 
fast food—not for health reasons but 
because where he lived most fast-food 
workers were black. He had enough of 
blacks on the job. This was an extreme 
example, but years of frustration can 
take their toll. Many of my white col-
leagues with any experience were well 
on their way to that state of mind.

There is an unutterable secret among 
teachers: Almost all realize that blacks 
do not respond to traditional white 
instruction. Does that put the lie to en-
vironmentalism? Not at all. It is what 
brings about endless, pointless innova-
tion that is supposed to bring blacks up 
to the white level. 

The solution is more diversity—or put 
more generally, the solution is change. 
Change is an almost holy word in educa-
tion, and you can fail a million times as 
long as you keep changing. That is why 
liberals keep revamping the curriculum 
and the way it is taught. For example, 
teachers are told that blacks need hands-
on instruction and more group work. 
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Teachers are told that blacks are more 
vocal and do not learn through reading 
and lectures. The implication is that they 
have certain traits that lend themselves 
to a different kind of teaching. 

Whites have learned a certain way for 
centuries but it just doesn’t work with 
blacks. Of course, this implies racial 
differences but if pressed, most lib-
eral teachers would say different racial 
learning styles come from some inde-
finable cultural characteristic unique to 
blacks. Therefore, schools must change, 
America must change. But into what? 
How do you turn quantum physics into 
hands-on instruction or group work? No 
one knows, but we must keep changing 
until we find something that works. 

Public school has certainly changed 
since anyone reading this was a student. 
I have a friend who teaches elementary 
school, and she tells me that every week 
the students get a new diversity lesson, 
shipped in fresh from some bureaucrat’s 
office in Washington or the state 
capital. She showed me the mate-
rials for one week: a large poster, 
about the size of a forty-two inch 
flat-screen television. It shows 
an utterly diverse group—I mean 
diverse: handicapped, Muslim, 
Jewish, effeminate, poor, rich, 
brown, slightly brown, yellow, 
etc.—sitting at a table, smiling 
gaily, accomplishing some unde-
fined task. The poster comes with 
a sheet of questions the teacher is 
supposed to ask. One might be: “These 
kids sure look different, but they look 
happy. Can you tell me which one in 
the picture is an American?” 

Some eight-year-old, mired in igno-
rance, will point to a white child like 
himself. “That one.” 

The teacher reads from the answer, 
conveniently printed along with the 
question. “No, Billy, all these children 
are Americans. They are just as Ameri-
can as you.” 

The children get a snack, and the 
poster goes up on the wall until an-
other one comes a week later. This is 
what happens at predominately white, 
middle-class, elementary schools ev-
erywhere. 

Elementary school teachers love All 
of the Colors of the Race, by award-
winning children’s poet Arnold Adoff. 
These are some of the lines they read 
to the children: “Mama is chocolate … 
Daddy is vanilla … Me (sic) is better … 
It is a new color. It is a new flavor. For 

love. Sometimes blackness seems too 
black for me, and whiteness is too sickly 
pale; and I wish every one were golden. 
Remember: long ago before people 
moved and migrated, and mixed and 
matched … there was one people: one 
color, one race. The colors are flowing 
from what was before me to what will 
be after. All the colors.” 

Teaching as a career

It may come as a surprise after what 
I have written, but my experiences have 
given me a deep appreciation for teach-
ing as a career. It offers a stable, middle-
class life but comes with the capacity 
to make real differences in the lives of 
children. In our modern, atomized world 
children often have very little communi-
cation with adults—especially, or even, 
with their parents—so there is potential 
for a real transaction between pupil and 
teacher, disciple and master. 

A rewarding relationship can grow 
up between an exceptional, interested 
student and his teacher. I have stayed in 
my classroom with a group of students 
discussing ideas and playing chess un-
til the janitor kicked us out. I was the 
old gentleman, imparting my history, 
culture, personal loves and triumphs, 
defeats and failures to young kinsman. 
Sometimes I fancied myself Tyrtaeus, 
the Spartan poet, who counseled the 
youth to honor and loyalty. I never had 
this kind intimacy with a black student, 
and I know of no other white teacher 
who did. 

Teaching can be fun. For a certain 
kind of person it is exhilarating to map 
out battles on chalkboards, and teach 
heroism. It is rewarding to challenge 
liberal prejudices, to leave my mark on 
these children, but what I aimed for with 
my white students I could never achieve 
with the blacks. 

There is a kind of child whose look 
can melt your heart: some working-class 

castaway, in and out of foster homes, 
often abused, who is nevertheless almost 
an angel. Your heart melts for these chil-
dren, this refuse of the modern world. 
Many white students possess a certain 
innocence; their cheeks still blush. 

Try as I might, I could not get the 
blacks to care one bit about Beethoven 
or Sherman’s march to the sea, or 
Tyrtaeus, or Oswald Spengler, or even 
liberals like John Rawls, or their own 
history. They cared about nothing I 
tried to teach them. When this goes on 
year after year it chokes the soul out 
of a teacher, destroys his pathos, and 
sends him guiltily searching for The Bell 
Curve on the Internet.

Blacks break down the intimacy that 
can be achieved in the classroom, and 
leave you convinced that that intimacy 
is really a form of kinship. Without 
intending to, they destroy what is most 
beautiful—whether it be your belief in 
human equality, your daughter’s in-

nocence, or even the state of the 
hallway. 

Just last year I read on the 
bathroom stall the words “F**k 
Whitey.” Not two feet away, on the 
same stall, was a small swastika. 
The writing on that wall somehow 
symbolized the futility of integra-
tion. No child should be have to 
try to learn in such conditions. It 
was not racists who created those 
conditions and it wasn’t poverty 
either; it was ignorant, white liber-

als. It reminds me of Nietzsche: “I call 
an animal, a species, an individual cor-
rupt, when it loses its instincts, when it 
prefers what is injurious to it.”

One often hears from egalitarians 
that it doesn’t matter what color pre-
dominates in a future America so long 
as we preserve our values, since we 
are a “proposition nation.” Even if we 
were prepared to hand over our country 
to aliens who were going to “preserve 
our values,” it simply cannot be done 
with blacks. 

The National Council for the Social 
Studies, the leading authority on social 
science education in the United States, 
urges teachers to inculcate such values 
as equality of opportunity, individual 
property rights, and a democratic form 
of government. Even if teachers could 
inculcate this milquetoast ideology into 
whites, liberalism is doomed because so 
many non-whites are not receptive to 
education of any kind beyond the mer-
est basics. Many of my students were 
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Zimbabweans leaving their own country.

functionally illiterate. It is impossible to 
get them to care about such abstractions 
as property rights or democratic citizen-
ship. They do not see much further than 
the fact that you live in a big house and 
“we in da pro-jek.” Of course, there are a 
few loutish whites who will never think 
past their next meal and a few sensitive 
blacks for whom anything is possible, 
but no society takes on the characteris-
tics of its exceptions. 

Once I asked my students, “What do 
you think of the Constitution?” 

“It white,” one slouching black rang 
out. The class began to laugh. And I 
caught myself laughing along with them, 
laughing while Pompeii’s volcano sim-
mers, while the barbarians swell around 
the Palatine, while the country I love, 
and the job I love, and the community I 
love become dimmer by the day. 

I read a book by an expatriate Rho-
desian who visited Zimbabwe not 
too many years ago. Traveling with a 
companion, she stopped at a store along 
the highway. A black man materialized 
next to her car window. “Job, boss, (I) 
work good, boss,” he pleaded. “You 
give job.” 

 “What happened to your old job?” 
the expatriate white asked.

The black man replied in the straight-
forward manner of his race: “We drove 
out the whites. No more jobs. You give 
job.” 

At some level, my students under-
stand the same thing. One day I asked 

the bored, black faces staring back 
at me. “What would happen if all the 
white people in America disappeared 
tomorrow?” 

 “We screwed,” a young, pitch-black 
boy screamed back. The rest of the 
blacks laughed.

I have had children tell me to my face 
as they struggled with an assignment. “I 
cain’t do dis,” Mr. Jackson. “I black.” 

The point is that human beings are not 
always rational. It is in the black man’s 
interest to have whites in Zimbabwe but 
he drives them out and starves. Most 
whites do not think black Americans 
could ever do anything so irrational. 
They see blacks on television smil-
ing, fighting evil whites, embodying 
white values. But the real black is not 
on television, and you pull your purse 
closer when you see him, and you lock 
the car doors when he swaggers by 
with his pants hanging down almost to 
his knees. 

For those of you with children, better 
a smaller house in a white district than 
a fancy one near a black school. Much 
better an older car than your most pre-
cious jewels cast into a school where 
they will be a minority. 

I have been in parent-teacher con-
ferences that broke my heart: the child 
pleading with his parents to take him 
out of school; the parents convinced 
their child’s fears are groundless. If you 
love your child, show her you care—
not by giving her fancy vacations or a 

car, but making her innocent years safe 
and happy. Give her the gift of a white 
school. 

Of course, even the whitest schools 
are riddled with liberalism. There is only 
one way to educate your children in a 
way that does not poison their minds. 
If at all possible, home school your 
children. Educate them yourself.

Mr. Jackson now teaches at a major-
ity-white school. This is his first article 
for American Renaissance.  

The White Nation of Africa
Hermann Giliomee, The Afrikaners: Biography of a People, University Press of Virginia, 

2003, 698 pp., $39.50.

A portrait of a tragic peo-
ple.

by F. Roger Devlin

Ten years in the making and draw-
ing upon a bibliography of nearly 
a thousand sources, this epic 

history of the African continent’s sole 
white nation is not merely monumental, 
it is unavoidable; no other history of 
the Afrikaners (as opposed to general 
histories of South Africa) is available 
in English. The author is a professor of 
history at Stellenbosch University and 
already had a dozen books to his credit 
when this three-pound tome appeared. 

His American publisher is at pains to 
note that Prof. Giliomee was “one of 
the earliest and staunchest Afrikaner op-
ponents of apartheid,” and his failure to 
consider racial differences requires the 
reader to supply his own interpretation 
of some of the events described. It is 
nevertheless a comprehensive treatment 
of a remarkable people.

The Dutch East India Company spon-
sored settlement of the Cape of Good 
Hope in 1652 with the idea of setting up 
a small and intensively cultivated colony 
whose sole purpose was to provision 
Dutch ships en route to and from Java. 
The seemingly inexhaustible land round 
about exerted too great a temptation, 
however, and within a few years settlers 

were farming and herding extensively in 
the surrounding countryside. With land 
plentiful and labor scarce, the company 
made the fateful decision to import 
slaves from the Dutch East Indies. Some 
writers (e.g., Arthur Kemp [AR, July 
2004, Letters to the Editor]) believe 
white reliance on non-white labor was 
the fatal mistake that doomed South Af-
rica from the start. Needless to say, Prof. 
Giliomee does not discuss that theory; 
instead, he emphasizes the hierarchical 
nature of the society that emerged and 
the chronic fear of gelykstelling—social 
leveling—that characterized the Afri-
kaners ever afterward.

Within a generation, whites were 
occupying land beyond the first moun-
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